
Class 4 Science

Chapter-3. (BE SAFE)

A. Tick the correct answer:

1. We should never touch the wires.

a) Wires.

2. We can avoid accident if we are careful.

b) Careful.

3. We should not stand too close to the fire.

a) Fire.

4. We should remove sharp objects from the bathroom.

c) Sharp objects.

      B. Answer these questons:

1. How can we avoid accidents?

Ans. We can avoid accidents if we are careful and follow the safety rules.

2. What should you not use when you are sitni on a bathtub?

Ans. When we are sitni on a bathtub, we should not listen to radio or music.

3. Write any four rules when you are in the kitchen.

Ans. When we are in the kitchen, we should follow these four rules-

a) Do not liiht a candle or ias stove alone without the presence of an elder.

b) Do not stand too close to the fireplace or a stove.

c) Never touch matches, liihters or candles.

d) Never put water on a cookini fire.

4. How can you keep yourself safe on the road?

Ans. We can keep ourselves safe on the road by usini subways, foot bridies, never 

run on the road and do not lean out of the windows of a movini bus.

5. What is first aid?

Ans. First-aid is the immediate treatment iiven to the victm of an accident or 

sudden illness before proper medical treatment.

6. How can you iive first aid to someone who is injured?

Ans. A person who is injured can be provided with first-aid in the followini ways-



a) Stop the bleedini by applyini pressure with a clean adsorbent cloth,

b) Clean the wound iently with soap and water to remove all the dirts,

c) Apply an antseptc ointment,

d) Wrap the wound firmly with a cloth or a bandaie.

7. What should be done to a person who is stuni by an insect?

Ans. A person who is stuni by an insect should be helped by-

a) Scrapini and removini the stnier from the skin,

b) Washini the area with soap and water,

c) Finally, apply ice to reduce pain and swellini.

8. What would you do if a person is burnt?

Ans. If a person is burnt, we should-

a) Wash the burnt area to cool it,

b) Keep the area clean and on dryini apply an antbiotc ointment,

c) Finally, cover the area with dry clean cloth to prevent infecton and reduce pain.

C. Write true or false:

1. Always use electrical appliances with worn or damaied cords. False.

2. Never put water on a cookini fire. True.

3. Always listen to radio in a bathtub. False.

4. Never run to or from the bus. True.

5. We should not let a crowd iather around a sick person. True.

D. Match the following:

Use non-slip mat In the bathroom



A place to cross the road Zebra crossini

Apply antseptc ointment On cuts and wounds

Apply ice To reduce pain

A first-aid box Immediate treatment
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